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Animal Farm was published on the heels of World War II, england in 1945 and in the United States in 1946. George Orwell wrote the book during the war as a cautionary fable to expose the seriousness of the dangers associated with Stalinism and totalitarian government. Orwell faced several obstacles in getting the novel published. First, he put forward an anti-Stalinist book at a
time when Western support for the Soviet Union was still high because of its support for Allied victories over Germany. Second, Orwell was not yet a literary star, which he would quickly become. For these reasons, livestock production did not appear until the end of the war, the same month that the United States dropped atomic bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Tragically
brutal events of the war well set fire to Orwell's manifesto against totalitarianism. Animal Farm was Orwell's first highly successful novel (second in 1984), and it helped launch it from the insignificant fame of an essayist into the stratosphere of famous fiction. Despite the initial insensitivity of publishers to the book, the public in both the UK and the United States greeted it with
enthusiasm. In the United States alone, it sold 600,000 copies in four years. The animal farm has been translated into many languages, proving its universal reach. Animal Farm is an allegory or a fable, a fairy tale for adults. Orwell uses animal characters in order to draw the reader from the world of current events into a fantasy space where the reader can understand ideas and
principles more clearly. At the same time, Orwell embodies animals in the allegory tradition so that they symbolize real historical figures. In their own universe, people can become desensitized even to such terrible things as deception, abuse and violence. By demonstrating how these things happen in an allegorical world, Orwell makes them more clearly understood in the real
world. For example, in the public execution of Animal Farm, Orwell exposes the issue of execution by having dogs snatch the throats of alleged traitors. In this scene, the reader led to focus not so much on the means of performance as on the animal, brutal reality of fulfilling itself. The animal farm is also a powerful satire. Orwell uses irony to undermine the principles of
totalitarianism, particularly Stalinism. Almost immediately after the publication of the novel, he became the subject of revisionism. In one case, the CIA made an animated film version of the book in which they eliminated the final scene and replaced it with a new revolution in which animals toppling pigs (see the 1999 Hallmark movie version for another change at the end). They
distributed the film as anti-communist propaganda, which is ironic when you consider the novel's own condemnation of the propagandist rewriting history. This revision and others over the course of the (whether it's changing history or interpreting it) contributed to Orwell's general public misunderstanding. Although he was categorically anti-Stalinist, he was certainly not a capitalist.
In fact, he was a revolutionary socialist. During his lifetime, Orwell did little to divert attention from his distorted image. He was a man of contradictions - Louis Menand calls him a middle-class intellectual who despised the middle class and was contemptuous of the intelligentsia, a socialist whose abuse by socialists ... was as vicious as any Tory. Animal farm is universally attractive
for both obvious and subtle messages of fable. While the characters and events of the allegory are deeply or specifically symbolic, Orwell's narrator softens some of the blows, including the gentle and non-opinion narrator. The third-person narrator is outside the animal world, so he does not associate any lies, difficulties or atrocities first hand. Rather, he's a quiet observer. In
addition, the narrator refers to the tale in terms of animals other than dogs and pigs. Thus, the narrator's approach to history resembles Orwell's approach to life. That is, just as Orwell has developed empathy for the working class by experiencing working-class life first hand, the narrator's story is based on the experience of someone who is not entirely an insider, but no longer just
an outsider. The narrator's view of animals, as well as his reluctance to stick his mind out fits well into the naivety of animal characters. One example of the narrator's indifferent approach to the fairy tale is obvious when pigs use money from a boxer's slaughterhouse to buy a case of whiskey. Instead of treating the event in harsh terms, the narrator impartially states that on the day
assigned to the boxer's memorial banquet, the boxes arrive on the farm followed by loud singing and the word went around that from somewhere or other pigs have purchased money to buy themselves another case of whiskey (126). The scene also illustrates how the narrator's naive perspective produces a dryly ironic effect. Here are two other examples of ironic humor in the
novel. In Chapter I, the narrator describes Beasts of England as an exciting melody, something between Clementine and La Cucaracha( Anyone who is familiar with these two songs knows that they are childish ditties. In Chapter IX, the narrator reports that pigs find a big bottle of pink medicine in the farmhouse's medicine cabinet. They send it to a boxer who is terminally ill. It can
be assumed that the medicine, being pink, is an antacid Pepto-Bismol, hardly useful for someone on his deathbed. Brightening up his allegory with ironic humor, Orwell makes the story more palatable without taking away from his message. Ask the answers: 1 Asked by Kalia G #1059467 Latest Update Aslan on 10/14/2020 4:35 AM Answers: 1 To Alicia B #1058349 Last updated
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BN.com Animal Farm is a great choice for junior and senior schoolchildren to explore. Although on one level the novel is an allegory of the Russian Revolution of 1917, history also applies to the last uprising against dictators around the world. Young people should be able to recognize the similarities between animal leaders and politicians today. The novel also demonstrates how
language can be used to control minds. Since teenagers are targeted not only by the education system itself, but also by advertising, the music industry, etc., they should be interested in learning how language can control thoughts and behavior. Animal Farm is short and contains a few words that will hinder the reader's understanding. Incidents in the novel allow a lot of interactive
learning, providing an opportunity students dramatize certain parts, expand on performances, and develop alternative alternatives The novel can be taught in conjunction with the history department as an allegory of the Russian Revolution, allowing students to draw parallels between real events and people and the imaginaries created by Orwell. The novel can also be taught as
the fable of the beast after studying the short fables of Aesop and James Thurber. Considering the work as a satirical commentary on the corrupt influence of power, students should be able to trace the corruption of pigs and perhaps link their findings to individuals in our own government who have succumbed to the temptation of power at all costs and by any means necessary.
Teenagers are particularly under pressure from peers. When studying the skillful use of peer pressure (along with the threat of death later in the book) used by pigs to keep other animals in line, students can analyze their own lives and learn how peer pressure controls their actions. This teacher's guide contains a brief overview of each chapter and then the teaching sentences to
use before, during and after reading the novel. Activities, discussion questions and topics for writing assignments are also included, most of which can be easily adapted for slower or more advanced students. OVERVIEW Chapter I - Twelve-year-old Major, a manor-winning boar, is calling for a meeting of all animals to talk about the difficulties of their lives under human rule. He
reveals his dream and prophesies about the future of animal rebellion against humans, teaching animals a song called Beasts of England. Chapter II - Major dies, but other animals, led by two young boars named Snowball and Napoleon, keep the idea of a future rebellion against man alive. On a summer night, Mr. Jones gets too drunk to feed or care for the animals, and the hired
hands forget about them. The beasts break into the granaries. When Mr. Jones and the hired hands appear, the animals attack and drive them away from the farm. Currently, the animals control the farm of the estate. They change their name to Animal Farm and set their own rules of conduct, which are drawn on the wall of the barn. Chapter III - Farm animals controlled by pigs
harvest with better results than ever before. Sunday is set as rest days, for meetings and for singing Beasts of England. Having already taught themselves to read and write, pigs try to teach these skills of other animals. Committees such as the Cow Tail League have been set up, but none of them are successful. Because most animals cannot learn to read or memorize the Seven
Commandments, the commandments are reduced to one simple maxim: Four legs are good, two legs are bad. Napoleon takes nine puppies for private training, and the pigs are now the only ones who can eat apples and drink milk produced on Pigs force other animal animals this, reminding them of the threat of Mr. Jones' return. Chapter IV - The Song of Beasts of England is
being sung and sung by more than half of the county, although no other farms have joined the rebellion. Armed with a shotgun, Mr. Jones and several men from the city try to recapture the farm, but Snowball leads the animals in successful protection. Medals of bravery are awarded to Snowball, Boxer, and one sheep died in battle. Mr. Jones' gun is installed at the foot of the
flagpole and will be released on the anniversary of the Uprising and the recently renamed Battle of Cowched. Chapter V - Molly, a horse, is being considered by a consortium of people who stroke her and gave her sugar and tape. When Clover draughts confronts her, Molly leaves the animal farm and The Rebellion. Meanwhile, Snowball wants the animals to build a windmill that
will provide electricity, heat and running water in each stall, but Napoleon disagrees with the idea and urinates on the Snowball charts. When Snowball tries to present his idea to the animals at their weekly meeting, Napoleon shows nine dogs he trained as a guard/attack dog, and dogs drive Snowball from the farm. When some animals protest, the sheep drown them out by
bleating: Four legs are good, two legs are bad, and the dogs growl menacingly. Napoleon soon tells the animals that they are going to build a windmill, and that it has always been his idea. With the help of three snarling dogs, The Squealer convinces the animals to believe it. Chapter VI - Although they work a 60-hour week, including Sunday afternoons, the animals are happy for
the next year. They believe they are working for themselves despite being threatened with half a ration if they don't work on Sunday. Due to the construction of the windmill, some crops are not planted on time, and the harvest is not as good as last year. Beasts come up with a way to break the stone that they need for the windmill. The boxer gets up early to work harder. The need
for seeds and other supplies is causing the pigs to start trading with other farms, first selling a load of hay, but warning the chickens that their eggs may have to sell as well. Mr Whymper, a lawyer living in England, is acting as an intermediary. Squealer assures the animals that no decision has ever been made banning human trafficking. Pigs move to the farm and start sleeping in
beds. The fourth commandment reads, No animal will sleep in bed with sheets. With the help of dogs and the threat of Jones' return, The Squealer convinces the animals that the rule has always referred to the sheets. When a half-built windmill is blown away during a storm, Napoleon accuses Snowball of destroying it and orders the animals to begin its recovery. Chapter VII -
Always cold and usually hungry, animal labor to restore the windmill for a long, difficult Napoleon rarely leaves the farm. The Squealer makes all his ads and informs the chickens they have to produce eggs to sell so that the grain can be bought for the animals to eat. Rebellious chickens led by three pulleys strike, laying eggs from the rafters so that they break on the floor.
Napoleon starves them into submission, and the nine chickens die before the uprising is over. Everything that goes wrong on the farm is blamed on Snowball. Squealer again counts on the snarling dogs and the boxer's belief that everything Napoleon says is right to convince the animals that Snowball was always OK with Jones and was a traitor at the Battle of Cowched. He
warns them that there may be other animal traitors in their ranks. A few days later, Napoleon will convene a meeting in which dogs attack four pigs who had previously protested against the guilt of the Snowball. Under pressure they confess to spying on Snowball, and dogs quickly snatch their throats. The leaders of the chicken strike are recognized, as well as several other
animals, and they all quickly die. When shocked animals come together for comfort and sing Beasts of England, The Swallower drowns them out and declares that the song has been cancelled; now that the Uprising has been achieved, it is not necessary. When some try to protest, sheep bleating drowns them out until the time for discussion has passed. Chapter VIII - When some
animals think to check the commandments, they find that the sixth now states: No animal should kill any other animal for no reason. They accept death as perfectly reasonable in light of the rule. While the animals work more than ever, they wonder if they are better than they were under Mr. Jones, but Squealer cites figures that seemingly support his claims that production has
increased. Now that Napoleon appears, it is spoken by dogs and a black cockerel, which marches in front and the crows in front of Napoleon speaks. Napoleon has his own apartment, eats the best porcelain, has two dogs to wait for from him, and orders that the gun be fired on his birthday. The windmill is finally over. Napoleon sells a stack of lumber to Frederick and insists that
he be paid in five-pound banknotes. After the lumber is taken away, the pigs discover that the money is fake. Then Frederick and his men attack the animal farm. Armed with rifles, the men force the animals to flee. Only Benjamin realizes that they are going to blow up the windmill. When it collapses, the animals throw caution to the wind and attack Frederick's people, who kill
several animals and wounds others. After the animals drive people out of the farm, Napoleon orders Jones' rifle to be fired in honor of the victory. Injured boxer questions victory, but Squealer assures him they his farm and will restore the windmill. In celebration, the animals receive additional additional Pigs discover a case of whiskey and get drunk. The next day, the hangover
Squealer announces that Napoleon is dying. When Napoleon recovers, he sends books on brewing and distillation, and orders that the field originally assigned pastures to retired animals to be plowed and planted with barley. The Fifth Commandment states: No animal should drink alcohol to excess. Chapter IX - Although the boxer was injured in the fight, he still works as hard as
ever to restore the windmill. Beasts are colder and hungrier than last winter, but Squealer again reads statistics to assure them that even with the rebuilding of rations, they are still much better than when Jones ran the farm. Because most animals can't remember what life was like under Jones, they believe him. Thirty-one child pigs now wear green ribbons on their tails on
Sundays and are being taught by Napoleon, who plans to build a school. Pigs, thicker than ever, have learned to brew beer and get a daily diet of it. Once a week, the animals participate in a spontaneous demonstration to celebrate the struggles and triumphs of the livestock breeder, which helps them to forget their hunger and suffering. The farm is declared a republic, and
Napoleon (the only candidate) is elected president. Moses, a crow, returns with his tales of Mount Sugarcandi and can stay. The hard-working boxer is finally collapsing. He believes that he and Benjamin will now be allowed to resign; however, the van that comes to take it to the hospital actually belongs to the horse slaughterer. When Benjamin convinces others of the dangers of
the boxer, it is too late: the boxer is too weak to escape from the car on his own. A few days later, Squealer announces that the boxer died in hospital and was buried in the city. He assures the animals that he was there at the end and that the boxer died, saying: Napoleon is always right. He explains from the car and assures the animals that a memorial banquet will be held for the
boxer. On the day of the holiday pigs deliver scotch whisky, which somehow found money for it. Chapter X - Over the years most of the animals that will take part in the Uprising have died, leaving only Clover, Benjamin, Moses and a few pigs. None of the animals were ever allowed to retire. Many animals were born that know little about the Uprising, and those who bought on the
farm have never heard of it at all. The farm is thriving. The windmill is used to grind corn, and another is being built. The beasts were told they didn't need the hot and cold water and electric lights they thought they would have once the windmill was built. Napoleon tells them true happiness ... lay in hard work and live sparingly. There are still many pigs and dogs, and even if they
do not produce food, their appetites Overworked animals often suffer from hunger and cold; however, they never lose sight of the truth that they are members of Animal Farm, the only farm owned and operated by animals. They still hope and believe in the Republic of The Major Animals when the whole of England is free from humanity. Squealer picks up the sheep and teaches
them a new slogan. To the horror of other animals, pigs begin to walk on two legs, and sheep drown out their protests with their newly learned slogan: Four legs are good, two legs are better. Now there is only one commandment: All animals are equal, but some animals are more equal than others. Pigs dress up in Jones' clothes, and nearby farmers come for a tour of the farm.
Farmers positively comment on the fact that animals work longer and feed less than their own animals. Napoleon announces that he is canceling several practices on the farm, such as the use of Comrade, Sunday marches, and horns and hoof symbols on the flag. The farm will resume its original name: Manor Farm. When animals look through the windows of a farmhouse, to
their amazement, they can no longer tell who the pigs are and who the people are. Page 2 Of the Book Of Reading and Animal Literature Farms Literature Guide before THE READING NOVEL Orwell's Animal Farm Some time should be spent helping students understand the terms of satire, allegory, irony and fable. Reading a few Aesop's, La Fontaine's, and especially Thurber's
fables will be time spent. The animal farm has the trappings of a fable, but there is no stated morality at the end. Beasts do not learn anything from their experience and still do not know about their real situation. By the end of the novel, students may offer some possible morality, but no one should be offered at this time. Since Orwell's subtitle is a fairytale story, the discussion of
the tale itself is in order. It would be more valuable to allow students to decide the elements of the tale themselves rather than provide them. Given several titles such as Cinderella or Sleeping Beauty, they should be able to put such characteristics as magic, villain, damsel in trouble, beautiful hero, and happy ending. At the moment it is recommended to read the introduction of K.
M. Woodhouse in the novel. Make sure students understand how Woodhouse fits animal farm to the definition of fairy tales. Once the novel has been read, students can discuss the comparison Woodhouse makes between developing and dropping an atomic bomb and writing and publishing animal farm. Now students should be ready to start reading the novel itself. At least two
weeks (and preferably three) should be allowed to study the novel. The following Reading Assignments Must Be Made: Reading Appointment 1 - Chapter I and II Reading Appointment 2 - Chapter III and IV Reading Appointment 3 - Chapter V Reading 4 - Chapters VI and VII Reading Appointment 5 - Chapter VIII and IX Reading Appointment 6 - Chapter X Before Reading Chapter
I, ask students to think about the qualities of a good leader. List these attributes on the board and ask students to write them in the reserves notebook for notes on the novel. Students must not only write down interesting incidents from the novel as they read, but they must also answer assigned questions in their notebooks. Then ask students to think about the reasons why the
government might be overthrown. Current world events can be brought up. What makes people dissatisfied with their leaders and their living conditions? Write students' ideas on the board and ask them to write these ideas in their notebooks. Page 3WHILE READING NOVEL Orwell's Animal Farm students should take notes on why the animals rebelled against Mr. Jones and
humanity in general. The differences in the lists about real uprisings and those of the novel can be quite revealing. Students will see that there is not much difference in what real people or fictional animals want. Below are other questions and topics that students can answer or learn in their notebooks while reading. You want to take time at the end of each reading assignment to
allow students to discuss their answers to these questions. This will clarify any misunderstandings before the student moves on to the next assignment. Chapter I (1) What's important about how animals suit themselves when they gather to hear a major? What can this agreement say about future meetings or events? (Pigs and dogs sit in the front row. (2) According to the major,
what is the cause of all the animal problems? (Man is the only real enemy. (3) What motto does a major give to animals? (He encourages them to remember what happens on two legs is the enemy. (4) What commandments does a major give to animals? Can you think of how each of them can be considered a vice? (a) No animal will ever live in a house. (Caring more about
possession) b) No animal will ever sleep in bed. (Becoming lazy, spending too much time in bed sleeping rather than working, luxury) c) no animal will ever wear clothes. (Pride in appearance) d) no animal ever consumes alcohol. (Drinking to excess, forgetting duties) (e) no animal ever smokes tobacco. (Destruction of health, expensive habit) f) The animal never touch the
money. (Money corrupts) g) no animal is ever engaged in trade. (Profit) (Profit) No animal has ever tyrannized of its kind. (Not slavery) (i) No animal should kill any other animal. (Murder) (Competition is self-serving) (5) Ask the student (or perhaps two or three students) to verbally submit a major's speech. This speech is designed to wake the animals up to such an extent that they
will actually rebel against humans. Presenting speech in a variety of oratorical styles such as those of famous politicians would be instructive and fun if joined in with enthusiasm. (6) Explore the song Beasts of England as Poetry. What images are present? What is a message? Why do animals like it so much that they remember them on the spot? What emotions and needs will
this be affected? (The song paints a vivid picture of the day when animals are finally free of man, and all symbols of slavery such as whips and spurs are gone.It appeals to their dreams of a more prosperous future, an abundance of food and no cruelty, and the need to hope that man does not give up.) When students reach Chapter VII, they compare this song to the song that
replaces it. (7) Analyze the various cohesive hymns/songs and compare them to the song Beasts of England. Consider the questions to those in the paragraph above. Chapter II (1) After the death of a major, what happens to the idea of rebellion against man? (Led by pigs, especially Napoleon and Snowball, the animals secretly meet for three months and learn a new thought
system called animalism. (2) Why do pigs dislike the stories of the animal crow Moses about Mount Sugarcandi? (If animals believe in a fantastic world of lightness and abundance waiting for them when they die, they will not be so eager to rebel against the life they currently live.) (3) What makes the animals finally rebel against Mr. Jones and his four farmers? (Because of
problems with Mr. Jones's alcohol and dishonest farmers, the farm has got into difficult times. (4) When people are chased from the farm, what do the animals do? (Bits, nose rings, dog chains, knives, etc. are thrown into a well; harnesses, whips and ribbons are thrown onto the trash; and animals eat double rations and sing Beasts of England seven times before bedtime.) (5)
What do animals do with the farm? (They all file through the house, looking at all the luxuries. Some hams are taken out and buried, and a barrel of beer is destroyed. If it's taught in conjunction with a history lesson, here should be considered the reaction of the ordinary people of Russia to the ostentatious richness of the royal Russian family. (6) How does the behavior of pigs
foreshadow their possible leadership positions? (Pigs have secretly taught themselves to read and write for the last three months. what they preach, all animals are not equal.) Chapter III and IV Before reading the next assignment, students write on the following topic in their notebooks: From what you know so far about pigs and other animals on the farm, speculate about what
the future will be like for animals. As you continue to read, compare your predictions to what actually happens in the novel. You can allow students to work in pairs or answer the following questions individually in their notebooks. (1) What additional examples of the difference between pigs and other animals are found in these two chapters? (Pigs are only direct and controlled;
they do no actual work. (2) What are Napoleon's ideas about education? (He believes education is more important for young people than for those who are already adults. (3) How is a Squealer able to convince other animals to accept everything Napoleon decides? (Squealer uses outright lies, scientific evidence - false, of course - and turns to animal empathy. (4) Describe the
Battle of Cowched. (5) What was the role of The Snowball in this battle? (Since Snowball has studied Julius Caesar's military strategies, he is able to plan a successful defense of the farm. (6) Where was Napoleon during the battle? (No mention of him or his activities, leading one to believe that he played a very minor role in the battle.) (7) What is the significance of placing a gun
at the foot of the flagpole? (The gun symbolizes a successful fight with people. The cowboy and the anniversary of the uprising on Summer Day.) Chapter V invites students to make a list of all the changes that are taking place in this chapter. From this list they will find vivid evidence of increased power of pigs. (1) Why does Molly run away from the farm? (Molly loves being
admired, admired, wearing beautiful ribbons, eating sugar and stroking people. (2) What changes have been made in weekly meetings over the past year? (Pigs now solve all the issues of agricultural policy. (3) Explain the windmill dispute from a Snowball perspective. (Snowball wants animals to build a windmill so they have electric energy to make life easier for all of them - light
and heat in stalls and labor-saving devices such as electric milking machines. (4) Explain the controversy of the windmill from Napoleon's point of view. (He thinks the main problem on the farm is increasing food production. (5) What changes does Napoleon make after his dog chase Snowball from the farm? (There will be no more sunday meetings. (6) Why don't other animals
protest Napoleon's decisions? (None of them is smart enough to make any arguments. The Squealer later explains the decisions. He begins to cast doubt on the bravery of the Snowball at the Battle of Cowched and again threatens them with Jones' return if they do not agree with Napoleon.) (7) Notice how the animals now organize themselves when they enter the barn to get
their orders, compared to the description in Chapter I. (Napoleon, Squealer, and Minimus, poet, sit on a raised platform, nine dogs sit in a semicircle around three, and other pigs sit behind them. (8) What is the importance of dogs accompanying Squealer when he comes to talk to animals? (Napoleon wants to make sure there is no protest or rebellion against his orders. VI and VII
Before moving on to the next reading ask the students to imagine how Snowball could manage things if he got rid of Napoleon. Would things have been different? Are there any indications that Snowball's ideas for starting a farm would be more useful for animals? Or would it have worked the same way? Since Orwell writes about the corrupt power of power, everything could
remain the same. After some discussion, ask students to take sides of the issue (this Snowball would be the best leader, or that he wouldn't be) and write a compelling line-up, using the details of the first five chapters to support their positions. These compositions could serve as the basis for a formal debate or panel discussion. (1) How much work do animals do now? (Beasts
still believe they are working for themselves. (2) Why does Napoleon decide to trade with neighboring farms? (Since some items such as paraffin oil and dog biscuits are in short supply, Napoleon decides to sell a stack of hay and a portion of the wheat crop. (3) How do animals react? (They are concerned and think they remember the resolution against human trafficking. The
Squealer later explains the decision and asks if they have seen such a solution written down, but no such record is found.) (4) How does a windmill collapse? Why is Napoleon blaming Snowball? (A strong November storm blows it away. Instead of admitting that the walls of the windmill weren't thick enough to support it against strong winds, Napoleon blames Snowball for blowing
it up. (5) Why does Napoleon insist that the windmill must be restored immediately? (Napoleon probably had many reasons, including preventing animals becoming too discouraged to start construction if they wait until spring. (6) Why is Napoleon ordered that the eggs of chickens be sold? (The beasts are almost starving, and there is almost no food left.) (7) How does Napoleon
react when the chickens rebel against his orders? (He orders chickens food rations cut off. Nine chickens die of starvation before chickens abandon their five-day protest.) (8) Why is Napoleon reviving the threat that the farm will be sabotaged by Snowball? (Snowball is the perfect scapegoat, one who can be blamed when something goes wrong. It's not the fault of pigs when the
key to storage is lost, or the wine of cows when they don't give much milk - it's Snowball's fault. but can not, and finally give in and agree with the boxer that if Napoleon says that it is, it is so, because Napoleon is always right.) (9) Explain why the animals confessed to betrayal. Or is there any explanation? (Four pigs that are taken first by the same four who previously disagree
with Napoleon's decisions. , most of them did not support one or more of Napoleon's policies, so in that sense they were guilty. They certainly expected forgiveness, not death. However, death can be seen as a release for these poor animals at the moment. No doubt a certain amount of mass hysteria would contribute to a lot of recognition.) (10) Why is Napoleon ordering animals
to stop singing Beasts of England? (The uprising is over, and the pigs control the farm. replacing it with a patriotic song about Napoleon, the leader of a livestock farm.) Students probably want to talk about Chapter VII and may need more explanations for animal homicides. Although the resolution against animals killing animals had not been violated before, there were death
threats for offenders. Nine chickens died of starvation - not killed, but close enough. To remember how the animals react to the murders and how they get some solace by coming together and singing Beasts of England. What will comfort them now that the song has been banned? Chapter VIII and IX (1) What purpose does the production figures Squealer reads to animals? (Pigs
deceive other animals by manipulating facts and figures prove that they produce more and are much better than they ever have before. No one can dispute the facts! Even today.) ACTIVITY: Students can create a display of bulletin boards by collecting ads from newspapers and magazines that use numbers to support their pitch. Ads that parody the truth in advertising will help
make a point. (2) How does Napoleon become more and more like a typical dictator? (He is rarely seen in public, always surrounded by his guard dogs, has an entourage that visits him whenever he goes out, has his own apartment in the house, has a taster for his food, and eats alone from thin porcelain. (3) Compare/compare Comrade Napoleon's poem with the Beast of
England. (Either make a copy of both poems for students (side by side, preferably) or write the first stanza of each on the board. The word beasts are repeated frequently, and the whole song touches on the liberation of all beasts from human tyranny. (4) Describe the sale of a stack of lumber. How did Napoleon outsmart himself? (The timber must be sold first to Mr. Pilkington and
then to Mr. Frederick. (5) How does the battle against Frederick's people differ from the Battle of Cowched? (Strategic defense for the farm is not planned. (6) Why do men blow up a windmill? (Without a doubt, people see it as a symbol of pigs' ability to run the farm. (7) Beasts celebrate victory, but at what cost? (The windmill is destroyed; boxer has a split hoof, bleeding knees,
and a buckshot in the back leg; several animals have been killed; and all the animals except Skiler, who hid, are injured.) (8) Describe the whisky incident. Why would Orwell make this scene a little humorous? (The idea of pigs drinking whiskey, getting drunk, singing, and doing stupid things -- such as Napoleon wearing a bowler hat and Around the yard - it's humorous. Some of
the students may know how to hurt a hangover and will sympathize with pigs who think they are dying. The first reaction of pigs is to banish all alcohol at risk of death for those who drink it. Given the opportunity to recover, however, pigs (like many people) decide that it's not too bad after all. They learn to make beer and take land that was to be used by retired animals, so they
can plant barley.) (9) Why are animals so easy to fool, even when they find a Squealer with a ladder and white paint next to the barn at night? (Most animals can't read and have no connection between this incident and the commandments written on the wall. (10) What happens to a boxer? (Boxer works himself to death. (11) What are the living conditions of all animals except pigs
and dogs? (Beasts work harder than ever and get less food. (12) Why does Napoleon allow Moses to return and tell his stories about Mount Sugarcandi? (The physical condition of the animals is so pitiful that they need hope for a better life after death. ACTIVITY: Students can write about what they look forward to, describing how these things will make their lives better or more
enjoyable. Students often dream of the day they get married, or get a job, or leave home, or reach 21, or win the lottery. (13) What happens to a boxer? How do animals accept this? (Boxer finally injures himself while dragging a stone for a windmill, and gets to knacker to be made into glue, dog food, fertilizer, etc. Squealer tells the animal that the boxer died in hospital and
repeats the last words of the boxer, the two maxims on which the boxer lived and died. but couldn't do it. The money that pigs get for a dead boxer is spent on whiskey.) (14) Which person To you Benjamin? Give a few examples. What is your opinion about such people? What's what do people behave this way? (Students may wonder why Benjamin has waited so long to talk about
what's going on. Chapter X (1) What changes have brought to the farm years? (Most of the animals that were alive during the Uprising are dead. (2) How does Orwell ridicule bureaucracy? (Pigs now spend hours typing reports, minutes and memos that are then burned in the oven. (3) How do animals now feel about their social order, their farm? (Beasts, even new ones, pride
themselves on being part of the only farm in England run by animals. (4) What decisive action do pigs use to destroy the complacency of animals? (Pigs start walking vertically on two legs, Napoleon wears a whip, pigs start wearing Jones's clothes, the phone is installed, and they subscribe to newspapers. (5) All seven commandments have been erased. What is the new
commandment and how was it true from the beginning? (The new commandment reads: ALL ANIMALS WILL NEVER, BUT SOME ANIMAL MORE REALLY, WHAT OTHER. This commandment was true from the beginning, when Napoleon drank milk, when pigs had already taught themselves to read and write, and when pigs were simply under surveillance while other animals
worked. (6) At a conference with neighboring farmers, what new changes are Napoleon to note? (The farm is jointly owned by all pigs. (7) What happens to the appearance of pigs? (As the animals look, the pigs begin to resemble humans. between them. Beasts may finally see their true position, but it's too late to do anything about it.) Page 4AFTER READING THE NOVEL
Orwell's animal farm's richest exploration novel comes after it was read. While some of the following activities may be required of all students, individual participation in the novel will be expanded if students are allowed to choose from among the proposed activities or those they offer themselves. In addition, students should be encouraged to hold events that invite them to more
personal participation, such as dramatic and arts/crafts options. Discussion and/or written questions (1) Compare/compare students' written expectations of what will happen after Chapter II with what really happened. These comparisons/contrasts can be made either orally or in a written assignment. (2) After conducting a study of the Russian Revolution, point out the similarities
between real events and people and those in the novel. As a variation, do the same with any subsequent uprising around the world since 1917. (3) Explain how animal farm can be seen as a fable, even if it has no moral stated at the end. Give morals yourself and explain it from the point of view of the novel. (4) Remember the subtitle of Orwell's Fairytale Story. Explain how the
novel fits this subtitle, citing supporting details. (5) Give examples of peer pressure, as is used in the novel, paying close attention to the boxer and the sheep. (6) Speculate about why Orwell made the reader sympathize with all animals except pigs, who are the smartest animals and the closest to humans of all animals. (7) Look at the list of good leadership qualities made at the
beginning of the novel. How do pigs fit into this list? Were there any attributes that pigs lacked? Did they have any that weren't on the list? Write an article explaining how pigs do and/or don't qualify as good leaders. Use specific examples. (8) Discuss the importance of education as it develops during the novel. At the same time, consider the differences that can be made between
education and ideology. (9) Clover saw many changes on the farm after the first mention of the Uprising in a meeting with a major. How does her character change? What/whom should she represent? What does she think when she sees her husband being taken to death? Put yourself in her mind and write an explanation of major events from her point of view. (10) Write a sequel
to the novel, starting from the point where the novel ends. Can a new revolutionary leader emerge? Maybe Benjamin decides to take on a more active role? When and how can society fail? (11) Explore Mr. Whiteper's possible motives to help the pigs. Think about how he wins, problems he encounters with both pigs and humans, and whether he will continue to enjoy the benefits
of working with pigs. Pigs. Follow the defamation of The Snowball character from the planning of the windmill to the end of the book. Give specific examples. (13) Explain why an enemy or scapegoat is necessary for animals. Why must the enemy change? If there were no enemy, what would it mean for any society, including livestock? (14) Why did Woodhouse compare writing
this novel to the development of an atomic bomb in his introduction to Animal Farm? (15) Watch the movie version of Animal Farm. How effective are cartoon characters? How does the film version differ from the book? What would explain the differences? (16) Read The Lord of the Flies and compare/contrast the characters, situations, governments that evolve, and the endings of
both novels. (17) Look at the names of the characters. Why did Orwell use the names he made? How do the names correspond to the symbols? Examples: Mr. Jones can represent anyone. Jones is a common name like Smith. If he was called Mr. Edgewater, it would be too individualizing him. All we know about Jones is that he drinks too much and is sometimes cruel to his
animals. Napoleon is a regal name that is suitable for the emperor, a tyrant. The snowball is white and is a thing that melts in the sun or disintegrates when it hits a solid object such as Napoleon. Of course, the title doesn't show leadership. Squealer does just that. He spies on Napoleon and talks about other animals. Moses, a crow like Moses in the Bible, is there to lead the
animals to the land of the promised Mount Sugarcandy. The boxer has great stamina, willpower and strength, and does everything he is told. He's not too smart, but he's loyal. Many human boxers could fit that description. EXTENSION ACTIVITIES Dramatic Events (1) Select the main events from the book and present each as part of a television news series, possibly on
videotape. (2) True dramatization of selected scenes for class. The scenes of the meeting provide opportunities for dramatic conflict, as well as with the participation of many characters. A set based on the novel could be devised. (3) Turn a novel into a puppet show. Make simple dolls such as stick dolls, finger dolls, or paper bag dolls, and submit a novel or selected scenes. (4)
Give the theater reader a presentation of the selected scenes. (5) Write a dialogue between Snowball and Napoleon as it might happen about the need for a windmill. Try to be in line with the characters as they are represented in the book. Then do this exchange for the class. Page 5 Go to the main content of the Book of Reading and Animal Literature Farm Literature Guide
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